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* Contribution to Societe Generale group net result

368 M EUR
RESULT *

5%
FINANCIAL RESERVES 

RATIO

13.5  bn EUR
PREMIUM INCOME

116  bn EUR
OUTSTANDINGS



A-
STANDARD & POOR’S  

RATING

37.5%
COST TO  

INCOME RATIO

10
 COUNTRIES

2,800
EMPLOYEES

23 M
IN-FORCE 
POLICIES

Societe Generale Assurances is at the heart of 
Societe Generale Group’s development strategy, 
in synergy with all its retail banking, private 
banking and financial services businesses. 
Societe Generale Assurances also pursues the 
expansion of its distribution model through the 
development of external partnerships. 

Societe Generale Assurances offers a full range 
of products and services to meet the needs of 
individual, professional and corporate clients in 
Life Insurance Savings, Retirement Savings and  
Personal Protection. Thanks to the expertise of 
its 2,800 employees, Societe Generale Assurances 
combines financial strength with dynamic 
innovation and a sustainable development 
strategy to be a trusted partner for its clients.

SOCIETE GENERALE  
ASSURANCES
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF  
SOCIETE GENERALE ASSURANCES

 
A STRATEGY  
SUPPORTED BY GROWING 
FINANCIAL RESULTS
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Our strong financial results  
allow us to accelerate the pace  
of investments. 

“
”

Against a background of insurance industry 
transformation, how did Societe Generale 
Assurances perform in 2018?

2018 was a good year for Societe Generale 
Assurances, with sustained commercial 
performance across all our business segments and 
premium income at the record level of 13.5 billion 
euros. The full-year integration of Antarius, the life 
insurance company dedicated to Credit du Nord, 
contributed to this acceleration in business activity. 

In a wider context of challenging financial markets, 
our savings life insurance business posted a 
premium income of 11.8 billion euros, up by 
15% on 2017. In France, premiums amounted to 
10 billion euros (+13% on 2017) with a share of 
unit-linked funds in total outstandings of 31%. 
We ranked among the most dynamic players in 
the French market with net inflows amounting to 
1.9 billion euros, representing a market share of 
more than 9%. Abroad, our businesses maintained 
their dynamic performance with net inflows of 
650 million euros. Globally, Societe Generale 
Assurances’ outstandings stood at 116 billion euros 
at the end of 2018, nearly double the level in 2008. 

Did the protection business show  
similar increases?

In protection business, premium income increased 
fourfold over the last ten years and reached 
1.68 billion euros at the end of 2018, up by 8%. 
Abroad, growth rates were 7% in Individual 
Protection and 31% in Property & Casualty 
insurance. All international entities were on the rise, 
with particularly dynamic performances in Russia 
and Italy. In France, Societe Generale Assurances 
continued to gain market shares in both protection 
businesses: Individual Protection and Property & 
Casualty insurance.

 
A STRATEGY  
SUPPORTED BY GROWING 
FINANCIAL RESULTS

... /...
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Within this dynamic development, how did 
your financial results progress?

In 2018, Societe Generale Assurances net result 
amounted to 368 million euros up by 7% compared 
to 2017.  Financial reserves were significantly 
strengthened to reach 5% of total outstandings 
against 4.5% for the previous year.

Those strong financial performances confirm the 
relevance of our growth strategy structured around 
two complementary development priorities: 
to continue capturing the full potential of our 
integrated bancassurance model and to accelerate 
the development of partnerships by diversifying our 
distribution models. 

What potential for further growth do you see 
for the integrated bancassurance model?

Regarding this first development priority, our 
ambition is to pursue our strategy of targeting 
the clients of the Group’s retail and private 
banking networks. In an environment shaped 
by the accelerating pace of change in customer 
expectations, the emergence of new distribution 
models and the transformation of the Group’s 
banking networks, I remain fully convinced of the 
strength of our integrated bancassurance model. 
Our competitive edge over the other market players 

The integrated bancassurance  
model has not yet met  
its full potential!

“
”
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“
”

I am convinced that our two strategic priorities 
– integrated bancassurance and partnerships – 
will develop in parallel.

lies in the frequency of contacts we have with our 
clients through multiple channels: we communicate 
with them through bank advisers, but also by 
phone, online and via banking apps. The nature 
of the relationship has evolved to become multi-
channel and even omni-channel to the point where 
we are now seeing much more intensive contact 
with our clients than we did ten years ago. Our job 
is to offer the right solutions at the right time by 
making efficient use of the client data we have, 
in full compliance with data protection regulations.  

In partnership with the Group’s distribution 
networks, we are changing our relationship model 
towards a phygital model that combines the 
efficiency of digital technologies with the expertise 
of advisers. To this extent, we develop subscription 
journeys that allow clients to get a quote on their 
smartphones and subscribe online or via a call 
center adviser, according to their preference.  
15% of sales are now made online or through 
customer relationship centers. Those customer 
journeys gain ground. The integrated bancassurance 
model has not yet met its full potential!

Why did you decide to launch a second 
strategic priority?

In recent years, we have developed a solid base 
of partnerships in the savings life insurance and 
protection businesses. In an environment marked 
by changing distribution models and increasingly 

demanding requirements in terms of time-to-market 
and innovation, it is our ambition to capitalize on 
the strengths of our partnership activity and expand 
it to capture new sources of growth by accelerating 
the pace of development of our partnerships and 
of our business models complementary to the 
bancassurance model. 

New technologies and the modularity of our 
information systems facilitate the opening of 
our business model. Application Programming 
Interfaces (APIs) allow us to offer insurance products 
and services to external partners in efficient ways, 
controlling our costs and pricing processes while at 
the same time retaining client relationship on our 
scope of expertise. 

What is your vision for the coming years?

I am convinced that our two strategic priorities – 
integrated bancassurance and partnerships – will 
develop in parallel. Our strong financial results 
allow us to accelerate the pace of investments 
in innovation, openness of information systems, 
process agility and valuation of data. 

Those major levers are source of competitive 
differentiation for Societe Generale Assurances. 
They will enable us to seize opportunities in a 
rapidly changing environment to deliver even higher 
satisfaction to our clients. n
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PHILIPPE HEIM
Deputy Chief Executive Officer  
of Societe Generale group

BOARD MEMBERS

PHILIPPE PERRET
Chief Executive Officer of Sogecap,  
member of Societe Generale group  
Management Committee

MARIE-CHRISTINE DUCHOLET
Head of Societe Generale Retail Banking in France, 
member of Societe Generale group Management 
Committee

PATRICK FOLLÉA
Head of Private Banking and Assets Management, 
member of Societe Generale group Management 
Committee

SYLVIE RÉMOND
Chief Risk Officer,  
member of Societe Generale group  
Management Committee

AURORE GASPAR
Deputy General Manager of Boursorama

SG FINANCIAL SERVICES HOLDING 
REPRESENTED BY  
AGATHE ZINZINDOHOUE
Head of Treasury of Societe Generale group

CORINNE BURLET
Head of Insurance of Societe Generale group 

ANNE MASCLE-ALLEMAND 
Chief Financial Officer of International Banking 
Networks Russia

MAI NGUYEN 
Deputy Chief Executive Officer of Sogecap,  
Head of Finance, Investments & Risks  
for Societe Generale Assurances

BENOÎT OTTENWAELTER
Former Head of Risks at Societe Generale group,  
former member of Societe Generale group  
Executive Committee

MICHEL LUNGART
Independent Director

STATUTORY AUDITORS
DELOITTE & ASSOCIÉS 
ERNST & YOUNG AUDIT 

ALTERNATE STATUTORY  
AUDITORS
PICARLE & ASSOCIÉS

BOARD  
OF DIRECTORS
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Philippe Perret 
Chief Executive Officer 

of Societe Generale 
Assurances

Daniel Jost
Corporate Secretary

Laurent Dunet
Bancassurance 
Development France

Jean-Manuel Mercier
Customer Relationship  
France 

Philippe Bourrin 
Customer Relationship 

France, Deputy Head

Airy Groscolas 
Corporate Resources

Mai Nguyen
Finance, 
Investments  
& Risks

Laurent Doubrovine
International

Bruno Gérin-Roze 
Human Resources

Ingrid Bocris
Partnerships, 
Corporate  
and Innovation

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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BANCASSURANCE 
DEVELOPMENT FRANCE 
UNIT 

Thierry Bousquet
Savings Technical Products

Laurent Bruno
Property & Casualty and  
Protection Technical products

Jean-Michel Cedelle
Bancassurance Sales France

Jérôme Leriche
Bancassurance Marketing France

PARTNERSHIPS, 
CORPORATE AND 
INNOVATION UNIT 

Philippe Da
Group Retirement

Martial Deloncle
Car Partnerships 

Matthieu Durut
Data Hub

Laurent Jourdan
Group Partnerships

Fabrice Muller
Group Technical products,  
Group Protection and Health

Thibaut Peigney
External Partnerships

Audrey Pujalte
Innovation and New Models

Alexandre Rispal
Moonshot-Internet

INTERNATIONAL UNIT

Marlène Pradeilles
Support and Supervision

Patrice Bègue
Development Romania

Frédéric Coin
Italy

Catherine de la Croix
Poland

Antoine Derville
Sub-Saharan Africa

Jean Elia
Luxembourg

Thibaut Frémy
Serbia

Arnaud de la Hosseraye
Romania

Taoufik Lachker
Morocco

Sabine de Lattre
Development and Projects Russia

Gaël Loaëc
Czech Republic

Frédéric Salaün
Russia

Thierry Thibault
Germany

Philippe Vial
Morocco 

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 
FRANCE UNIT

Annie Assouline
Customer Experience

Laurent Baduel
Property & Casualty Claims 
Handling

Karine Destre-Bohn
Customer Relationship 
Transformation

Rodrigue Leclercq
Property & Casualty Policy  
Management

Laurent Salanié
Life Insurance Customer 
Relationship

FINANCE, INVESTMENTS  
& RISKS UNIT

Yann Daspet
Finance

Frédéric Ducreux
Group Assets, Liabilities and 
Financial Management

Valérie Huguet
Accounting and Group Support

Eric Joseph
Investments

Jennifer Lewis
Accounting Standards, Regulatory 
Reporting and Group Consolidation

Alix Migdal
Actuarial Supervision

Sébastien Simon
Risk Management

CORPORATE RESOURCES 
UNIT

Hugues Feyrit
Information Systems

Alexandre Manchet
Organisation and Projects

Janine Moret
IT Production

HUMAN RESOURCES UNIT

Andreia de Miranda-Santos
International Human Resources

CORPORATE SECRETARY 
UNIT

Caroline Da Silva
Compliance

Hervé Lascombes
Legal and Taxation

Yann Louarn
Cross-cutting & Remediation 
Projects

Christophe Pautet
Internal Control

Mahamane Touré
Corporate Social Responsibility

REPORTING DIRECTLY 
TO THE CEO OF SOCIETE 
GENERALE ASSURANCES

Valérie Loizillon
Communication and Chief  
of Staff for Societe Generale 
Assurances CEO

Michel Noury
Internal Audit

MANAGEMENT  
COMMITTEE
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LIFE  
INSURANCE 

Chief Executive Officer,  
Director
Philippe Perret

Deputy Chief Executive Officer,  
Director
Mai Nguyen 

Deputy General Manager
Ingrid Bocris

Deputy General Manager
Laurent Doubrovine

Deputy General Manager
Laurent Dunet

Chief Executive Officer
Laurent Doubrovine

Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Jérôme Leriche

Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Jean-Manuel Mercier

Chief Executive Officer
Ingrid Bocris

Deputy Chief Executive Officer
Thibaut Peigney

PROPERTY & CASUALTY 
INSURANCE 

Chief Executive Officer 
Laurent Dunet

Deputy Chief Executive Officer 
Philippe Bourrin

INSURTECH  
(Brokerage & Services)

Executive Chairman
Ingrid Bocris

Chief Executive Officer
Alexandre Rispal

IN FRANCE

GERMANY
Societe Generale Assurances 
Germany

ITALY 
Societe Generale Assurances  
Italy

LUXEMBOURG 
Sogelife Luxembourg

MOROCCO 
La Marocaine Vie

POLAND 
Societe Generale Assurances  
Poland

ABROAD

CZECH REPUBLIC 
Komerční Pojišt́ovna

ROMANIA  
Societe Generale Assurances  
Romania

RUSSIA 
Societe Generale Assurances  
Russia

SERBIA
Societe Generale Osiguranje A.D.O.

ENTITIES

Komerční Pojišťovna, awarded  
“best life insurer for 2018”  

in the Czech market.

3rd

LIFE  
INSURER  

IN MOROCCO

6th

LIFE  
INSURER  

IN FRANCE

3rd

LIFE  
INSURER  

IN ROMANIA

STRONG MARKET SHARES

1st

LIFE  
INSURER  
IN CZECH  
REPUBLIC
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FINANCIAL DASHBOARD

26%
of unit-linked in savings  
life insurance 
outstandings 
at the end of 2018

15%

SAVINGS LIFE INSURANCE

85%

GROSS WRITTEN PREMIUMS
in billion euros

OUTSTANDINGS
in billion euros

11.8

PROTECTION

PERSONAL PROTECTION 
PREMIUMS
in millions euros

PROPERTY & CASUALTY 
PREMIUMS
in millions euros

80% 83%
81% 79% 75%

20% 19%
21% 25%

17%

2014 20142015 20152016 20162017 20172018 2018

554
505467449

610

64% 69%
68% 68% 67%

36% 31%
32%

32% 33%836 842
927

1,009
1,073

89% 89% 88%

90% 89%
11% 11% 12%

10% 11%
90 95 98

114 116

+ 6%
per year

+ 6%
per year

+ 8%
per year

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

France
Abroad 

TECHNICAL  
RESERVES 
in billion euros

2017 2018

124

+ 1%

NET BANKING 
INCOME  
in millions euros

2017 2018

832
887

+ 7%

CONTRIBUTION TO 
SOCIETE GENERALE 
GROUP NET RESULT  
in millions euros

2017 2018

+ 7%

343
368

COST TO INCOME 
RATIO 
in %

2017 2018

+ 0.6 pt

36.9 37.5 122
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79%
of assets under management 

invested in bonds

92 bn EUR
of assets under 

management

SOCIETE GENERALE ASSURANCES FRANCE ASSET ALLOCATION 

BOND PORTFOLIO BY GEOGRAPHY

PORTFOLIO BREAKDOWN BY ASSET TYPE

EXCLUDING UNIT-LINKED

53%
of bond portfolio  
rated at least AA

BOND PORTFOLIO BY RATING

6%

46%

24%

18%

5%

AAA AA A BBB Others

BOND PORTFOLIO BY COUNTERPARTY

 
Covered 7%

Public  
sector 6%

Financial 25%

 
Corporate 15%

Sovereign and 
similar 47%

Floating rate and 
inflation-linked 
bonds 8%

 
Fixed income 71%

Equity  
related 10%

Real Estate 5%

Alternative  
assets 2%

Other interest 
rate products 5%

BOND  
PORTFOLIO

France 56%

Italy 5 %

Netherlands 5%

United Kingdom 6%

Austria 2%

Belgium 3%

Others 13%

United States 5%

Spain 5%
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BANCASSURANCE

Societe Generale Assurances is leveraging on the performance of its integrated 
bancassurance model to maintain its growth momentum and lock in its market share 
gains. In France, Societe Generale Assurances ranks sixth among life insurers, in terms of 
outstandings, and has been in the Top 5 fastest-growing French car and home insurers 
 for the past five years.  

The strength of the bancassurance model lies in the  
intensity of customer contact it generates through the retail 
and private banking networks, customer relationship centre 
advisers, websites and banking apps. 

Societe Generale Assurances is engaged in building a  
relationship model that combines the efficiency of  
digital technology with the expertise of the adviser.  
The Insurance business is responding to changing  
consumer patterns, new market standards and the need for 
a simple, instantaneous customer experience by investing 
in full online and 24/7 subscription journeys and contracts 

management processes. At the same time, training for 
distribution networks and customer relationship centre 
advisers is being intensified to ensure that customers 
benefit from advanced insurance expertise and support 
whenever they need it. 

Societe Generale Assurances makes its expertise available 
to all its distribution partners and the Group’s retail and 
private banking networks to continuously develop its 
product and service ranges, and to always be there for its 
clients when it matters. 

OUR PARTNERS
RETAIL BANKS AND PRIVATE BANKS

FACILITATING THE INSURANCE 
JOURNEY FOR SOCIETE 
GENERALE GROUP’S CLIENTS
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CREDIT LIFE INSURANCE:  
Customer journey 
digitalisation in France, 
Russia and Czech 
Republic  
In France, Societe Generale Assurances and 
Crédit du Nord are offering customers a simplified 
digital journey for the subscription of a mortgage 
insurance. Following their in-branch meeting with 
a mortgage adviser, customers can now choose 
between an online or in-branch subscription. 
Customers who opt for the digital journey then 
access a dedicated customer medical account to 
complete an online health questionnaire and sign 
the contractual documents electronically. 

In Russia, Societe Generale Assurances and 
Delta Credit, the group’ subsidiary specialised in 
mortgages, have introduced an end-to-end online 
subscription journey for mortgage insurance. 

In Czech Republic, customers of Komerční 
Banka, bank network of the Group, can apply 
online for the home insurance products offered 
by Komerční Pojišt́ovna the subsidiary of Societe 
Generale Assurances, from their online banking 
page.

x2
ADVISER INSURANCE 
TRAINING DOUBLED

30%
OF PROPERTY & CASUALTY 

INSURANCE SUBSCRIPTIONS 
MADE ONLINE

IN FRANCE

90%
OF MORTGAGE PROTECTION 

LIFE INSURANCE QUOTES 
DELIVERED ONLINE

IN RUSSIA

AN OMNI-CHANNEL CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
AT THE HEART OF 
EVERYTHING WE DO 
AT SOCIETE GENERALE 
ASSURANCES

Societe Generale Assurances supports its customers 
throughout the period of policy coverage with close and 
continual attention to building personal relationships 
and providing personally profiled advice. 

In 2018, Societe Generale Assurances advisers handled  
more than 2 million phone calls and 3.4 million 
insurance transactions. As part of its continuous 
commitment to boosting customer satisfaction, 
Societe Generale Assurances leverages on new technol-
ogies to develop digital tools and innovative solutions 
that improve service accessibility and immediacy. As 
a result, beneficiaries of an estate are now able to use 
a dedicated web space to track the progress of their 
case, download all the supporting documents, and use 
an online help service. Societe Generale Assurances 
Customer Relations Centres can also be used fully by 
deaf and hearing-impaired customers. 

Customers with a Personal Accident, Home or School 
Insurance product can download their certificates 
of insurance themselves via the channel of their choice: 
interactive voice server, web page or mobile banking 
app.

Savings life insurance: 
enhanced investment ranges
In France, in an environment of low interest rates and volatile 
financial markets, Societe Generale Assurances capitalized on 
its expertise in financial engineering and its reputation as a 
responsible stakeholder in the real economy to expand its range 
of unit-linked products and respond effectively to the needs of its 
customers through investment in real estate, infrastructures and 
corporate growth. 

In 2018, new real estate funds, such as 
SCI Sogépierre, and Private Equity funds, 
including FCPR Amundi Mégatendances, 
joined the range of investment options 
offered by Societe Generale Assurances 
to the Group’s clients within its life  
insurance policies.  

The lower threshold for Alliage* managed fund allocation has 
now been reduced from €30,000 to €15,000, giving more than  
4,500 customers the opportunity to benefit from this value-added 
offer. 

*  Unit-linked fund management based on advice from 
Societe Generale Gestion

BANCASSURANCE

Remote security monitoring 
systems for homeowners 
In partnership with France’s leading remote security  
monitoring service provider, Societe Generale Assurances is 
now offering retail banking customers in France remote security 
monitoring solutions. Customers have two options to choose 
from: one with 24/7 remote security monitoring linked directly 
to a monitoring center, and the other with security officer on-site 
response in the event of intrusion. A secure website and mobile 
app give customers remote control of their alarm and remote 
security monitoring system.
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Business executives’ 
responsibility: 
comprehensive cover 
for personal assets
Societe Generale Assurances Business executives’ 
responsibility supports company directors and  
corporate executives with comprehensive cover to 
protect their personal assets in the event of personal 
liability claims regarding alleged misconduct in the  
performance of their duties. Developed in partnership 
with the market leader, Business executives’ respon-
sibility is activated as soon as a claim is made, in 
the event of legal proceedings or administrative 
proceedings, and in the event of conviction.

Confort: a unique 
contract for Romania 
In Romania, BRD Asigurări Generale offers 
‘Confort’ (Comfort) to the personal and busi-
ness customers of BRD, the retail bank of  
Societe Generale group. ‘Confort’ provides 
single-policy protection for the policyholder’s 
mobile devices (phones, computers, tablets, 
etc.), keys and means of payment, in the event 
of theft, loss or mugging.

Mon Assurance 
Mobile: 
a competitive 
offer that meets 
the highest market standards  
In France, Mon Assurance Mobile (My Mobile Insurance) offered by 
Societe Generale Assurances to Societe Generale Retail Banking customers 
covers all phones and tablets at home. Policyholders can rely on a repair or 
replacement service cover for theft and/or damage, regardless of cause. Mon 
Assurance Mobile also includes an exclusive phone loan service covering 
the period until the policyholder’s device has been repaired or replaced.
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PARTNERSHIPS

DEVELOPING OUR DRIVERS 
FOR GROWTH
Building more partnerships and accelerating the process of distribution model 
diversification to capture new sources of growth.  

As part of boosting the number of partnerships in 
savings life insurance, Societe Generale Assurances 
is able to rely on two flagship franchises: in France, 
Oradéa Vie, whose strategy focuses on the leading  
online platforms, IFAs and private banking  
stakeholders, and in Luxembourg, Sogelife, a 
leading force in the private banking markets.  
Societe Generale Assurances has set itself the  
ambition of doubling total savings life insurance 
outstandings by 2022.

In protection, Societe Generale Assurances 
already has strong partnerships in place, par-
ticularly in credit life insurance, and continues  
to generate dynamic growth with partners  
belonging to Societe Generale group. For exam-
ple, Societe Generale Assurances provides cover  
for more than 200,000 ALD fleet vehicles in 
Italy, France and Poland, and supports the  
development of mobility solutions with innovative 
connected car insurance products and services. 

Societe Generale Assurances is also developing a 
range of digital property and casualty insurance 
products with Boursorama.

On the basis of this experience, Societe Generale 
Assurances ambition for 2022 is to generate a  
quarter of premium income with partners outside 
the Group in four sectors of the market: automo-
tive, by working more closely with manufacturers 
and dealerships; home, by building relationships 
with energy companies and telecoms operators; 
banking partnerships and affinity insurance 
products. 

The promising take-off of Moonshot-Internet, 
Societe Generale Assurances InsurTech specialist  
in B2B2C contextual insurance, introduces 
the possibility of more extensive partnership  
development with leading retailers and e-tailers.  
The start-up offers a wide range of affinity insu-
rance solutions to e-commerce, payment solution 
and travel players.

1/4
OF PROTECTION  

PREMIUMS

x2
OUTSTANDINGS FOR SAVINGS LIFE 

INSURANCE

2022 AMBITION FOR EXTERNAL PARTNERSHIPS
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ONLINE INVESTMENT PLATFORMS 

LEASING COMPANIES, FLEET MANAGERS AND MANUFACTURERS

ONLINE AND DIGITAL 
BANKING PROVIDERS

MORTGAGE PROVIDERS E-TAILERS

CONSUMER CREDIT PROVIDERS

BROKERS

Oradéa Vie and Sogelife: two flagship franchises  
with a strong culture of partnership and innovation
Oradéa Vie supports its partners in the co-construction 
of innovative products and services that dovetail with their 
business models and the specific expectations of their 
customers. As part of its Target + policy, Oradéa Vie offers 
Sécurité Target Euro, a unique euro-denominated fund that 
uses an innovative performance engine to capture financial 
market growth, at the same time as guaranteeing the net 
capital value invested.

Sogelife develops its cutting-edge, open-architecture 
offering with more than 60 asset management companies. 
The Fonds d’Assurance Spécialisé offered within Sogelife 
life insurance policies is a unit-linked investment vehicle 
that allows customers to select their investments from a 
broad spread of options, while retaining an active role in 
shaping their own strategy and making their own buy and 
sell transaction decisions.  

OUR PARTNERS*

* Non-exhaustive list.

...

......

...

...

...

...
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In France, Societe Generale Assurances has been the No.1 bancassurer and the 
country’s No.3 insurer for several years in succession, in terms of gross written  
premiums on the group retirement market. With 4,600 customer companies, including 
25% of France’s CAC40 corporates, and around 300,000 individual retirement savings 
accounts, Societe Generale Assurances is a leading player in this market. Working with 
companies of all sizes, Societe Generale Assurances anticipates changing needs by offering 
new retirement and digital solutions that comply fully with the French PACTE legislation. 
Societe Generale Assurances also offers a comprehensive range of health and protection 
insurance solutions for corporates.

Extracting value from 
data and supporting 
new mobility models 
and uses

As part of offering its policyholders per-
sonalised products and services and 

boosting customer satisfaction, Societe Generale Assurances  
is investing in the development of an entire ecosystem for 
extracting value from data. As part of its cooperation with ALD,  
Societe Generale Assurances has collected more than 
a billion kilometres’ worth of data via connected boxes 
installed in fleet vehicles it insures, particularly in 
Italy. The connected vehicle data expertise developed by  
Societe Generale Assurances allows the company to  
segment risks down to a highly detailed level, and design 
new offers and services for fleet managers and drivers as part 
of supporting changing mobility models and uses.

Travel insurance  
in Poland
In partnership with April Poland, the claims manage-
ment services and assistance solutions provider 
for the travel and automotive markets, Societe  
Generale Assurances offers a travel insurance product  
distributed via a network of travel agencies and 
insurance agents and on April’s website. Both Easy 
Travel 365 and Easy Travel offers include an innova-
tive remote medical consultation service providing 
24/7 access to a first aid doctor or specialist.

Leading player in the French group 
insurance market

PARTNERSHIPS

Set up in 2017 by Societe Generale Assurances, 
Moonshot-Internet is an Insurtech specialised in 
contextual insurance which has developed a wide 
range of affinity insurance solutions for travel and 
mobility.
Moonshot-Internet’s solution is based on 
three pillars: technology, data and customer  
experience. 
The start-up delivers e-commerce, payment and 
travel companies innovative modular products, 
offered as API that can go on-the-shelf in less than 
three months. Moonshot-Internet’s differentiating  
factor relies on its predictive data processing, 
real-time pricing and automatic payment for cus-
tomers without any administrative paperwork. 
The rational is to create an experience based on 
transparency and trust in its customers.
At the beginning of 2019, Moonshot-Internet 
announced its partnership with RoadZen, an 
International Fintech, a leader in mobility and 
Artificial Intelligence, to accelerate its business 
development in Europe. Moonshot-Internet works 
with around ten business development partners.

MOONSHOT-INTERNET: 
CONTEXTUAL 
INSURANCE
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Closer collaboration 
with CGI Finance  
in the car sector
Societe Generale Assurances is extending its exper-
tise in the car sector as the insurer of the 3,000 car  
dealership partners of CGI Finance, a Societe  
Generale group subsidiary company and leading force in 
car, boat and credit consolidation finance. Its Garantie  
Valeur d’Achat and Protection Pécuniaire products 
and the insurance services offered by Societe Generale 
Assurances enhance the finance packages offered to 
customers.

And in France 

Oradéa Vie is working with La Banque Postale Financement 
to protect the consumer loans of its customers with flexible, 
tailor-made products and services. Across the full range of 
personal projects (car purchase, main residence home improve-
ments, student loan, etc.) Oradéa Vie offers loan insurance 
cover for death, loss of employment, disability… that will 
kick in if the customer experiences an unexpected life event.  
The partnership leaves La Banque Postale Financement free 
to focus on supporting its customers in their various personal 
projects.

MUTUMUTU in  
the Czech Republic
Komerční Pojiš ťovna, Societe Generale 
Assurances subsidiary in Czech Republic, is 
accelerating the diversification of its business 
model with Mutumutu, a B2C personal protec-
tion product targeting customers with healthy 
and active lifestyles. Mutumutu combines a 
term life insurance policy with a wellness and 
health prevention program based on physical 
activity monitoring and precautionary medical  
examinations. Thus, customers who exercise 
and have regular medical check-ups can qualify 
for a premium discount of up to 30% in the form 
of cash back

Credit life insurance  
in Germany  

S i n c e  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  2 0 1 9 ,  
Societe Generale Assurances has 
been the sale partner of Süd-West- 

Kredietbank (SWK), one of Germany’s leading consumer credit 
banks, as its provider of credit life insurance. In addition to 
the traditional death benefit, the cover provided includes 
loss of employment, critical illness and inability to work. For 
an additional premium, customers can also benefit from an  
assistance package covering critical need and emergency. 

TOP 100
MOST  

INNOVATIVE INSURTECHS 
WORLDWIDE

N° 1
ASSURTECH FOR 

E-COMMERCE
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OUR RANGE COVERS  
ALL INSURANCE NEEDS

SAVINGS LIFE INSURANCE

Individual Savings
J Life insurance
J Capitalisation

Retirement savings
J Annuities
J Corporate retirement schemes
J Pension funds

PROTECTION

Personal protection
J Term life insurance
J Funeral expenses cover
J Long-term care insurance
J Personal accident insurance

Health insurance
J Individual health insurance
J Group health insurance

Credit life insurance

Group life insurance

Property & Casualty
J Car insurance
J Home insurance
J Multirisks insurance for professionals
J Executive Liability insurance
J Mobile/tablet insurance

Other Risks
J Legal expenses insurance
J Loss of employment insurance
J Means of payment insurance
J Financial losses insurance
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ASTÉRIA
J  Oscar for best life policy for assets 

under management below 1 billion 
euros (with more than 30 unit-linked 
funds) distributed by the Crystal 
Expert & Finance Group

MULTISUPPORT EXCELLENCE
J  Oscar for best life insurance policy  

for assets under management below 
1 billion € (with more than  
30 unit-linked funds)

RETIREMENT SAVINGS  
PERP EPICÉA 
J  2019 Label of Excellence

PALISSANDRE ENTREPRISES
J  2018 Label of Excellence

ANDANTE MULTISUPPORTS
J  2018 Label of Excellence

SAVINGS LIFE INSURANCE

ÉBÈNE 
J    Gold trophy for bank life policies
J  Oscar for the best up-market life 

insurance policy
J Oscar for best policyholder service
J 2019 Label of Excellence 

SÉQUOIA
J     Oscar for the best life policy for assets  

under management above  
5 billion € (with more than  
30 unit-linked funds)

J     Oscar for best policyholder service 

SYNOÉ 
J  Dome of innovation 2019
J  Profidéo Innovation Award
J Oscar for innovation 

LINK VIE BY PRIMONIAL 
J  Oscar for best online life insurance 

policy

ÉBÈNE is a life insurance policy with a 
minimum investment of €150,000. It offers 
a broad choice of investment vehicles 
and capital management support services. 
It facilitates the process of introducing 
customers to Societe Generale Private  
Banking services with a dedicated 
Private Banking product.

SYNOÉ is an innovative digital 
investment advisory solution developed 
for Societe Generale Private Banking 
customers who have subscribed a 
life insurance contract offered by 
Societe Generale Assurances. Customers 
receive regular personalised fund-switching 
recommendations via their online account 
as part of a dynamic and responsive 
investment management service.

OUR AWARDS

INDIVIDUAL PROTECTION  
AND OTHER COVERS 
UNEXPECTED LIFE EVENTS  
AND OTHER COVERS
J Two 2019 Labels of Excellence  

GÉNÉA
J  Oscar for best term life insurance  

policy
J Two 2019 Labels of Excellence

GARANTIE OBSÈQUES  
SOCIETE GENERALE
J  Oscar for best Funeral Expenses  

insurance policy
J  2019 Label of Excellence

EMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
J  2019 Label of Excellence

GÉNÉPRO
J  Oscar for best Madelin protection policy  

GÉNÉA policies are term life policies covering 
all causes of death, and tailored to individual 
customer needs with a free choice of 
guaranteed lump sum between €30,000 and 
€149,000 for the Généa product, and above 
€149,999 for Généa 1er. The policies also include 
a capital advance and offer capital increase 
and indexation options.

GARANTIE AUTONOMIE SÉNIOR
J  Oscar for best long-term care 

insurance policy
J  2019 Label of Excellence

ANTARIUS PROTECTION FAMILLE
J  2019 Label of Excellence

CREDIT LIFE INSURANCE
J  Oscar for best mortgage  

insurance policy 

PROPERTY & CASUALTY 
INSURANCE
CAR INSURANCE
J Two 2019 Labels of Excellence

One of the most competitive  
car insurance products in the  
French market  

Societe Generale Assurances car 
insurance was ranked second-highest 
for comprehensive policies in France 
by price/cover ratio in the rankings 
published by specialist publication Auto 
Plus magazine in February 2019.

Trophées d'Or
• 2019 •

des Contrats
d'Assurance Vie

34

“Trophées d’Or” are awarded 
for one year from March 2019 
by journalists from Le Revenu.

Labels of Excellence are awarded for one year  
by the editorial journalists of Dossiers de l’Épargne. 
The 2019 labels have been obtained since September 
2018. The 2018 labels were obtained in May 2018

The Oscars are awarded for one year from April 2019  
by a jury of journalists from Gestion de Fortune 
and professionals representing all insurance 
industry stakeholders.

Trophées d'Or
• 2019 •

des Contrats
d'Assurance Vie

34

The Profidéo innovation 
trophy was awarded 
to Synoé by Profidéo  
analysts in November 2018.

The innovation dome is awarded 
by a jury of journalists from  
the Agefi editorial staff 
and professionals from the 
insurance sector from May 2019.
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Societe Generale Assurances, whose mission is to protect  
its policyholders and their property over the long term  
and at every stage in their lives, is equally committed to promote  
social and environmental responsibility as part of its business. 

OUR COMMITMENTS

As a responsible employer, Societe Generale Assurances supports its employees  
in the development of their skills, and is engaged in a process of cultural transformation  
which supports its ambition.

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
Societe Generale Assurances supports its 2,800 employees 
in France and abroad in developing their skills and boosting 
their employability through training programs, learning 
initiatives and professional career paths.

The rich and varied training system is designed to fulfill 
the individual needs of each employee through training, 
self-learning platforms (MOOC, e-learning, etc.), dedicated  
management programs, workshops and multimedia 
resources.

Interactive sessions with management are held throughout 
the year to present strategy and key projects, and bring 
together employees around Societe Generale Assurances 
corporate ambition. Giving employees a voice through  
internal surveys, listening to what they have to say, and  
creating the right conditions for interactive contact via 
communities all help to maintain the commitment of  
Societe Generale Assurances’ teams.

At Societe Generale Assurances, 28% of employees are 
aged under 30, and the average age is 37. In 2018, around 
130 young people joined Societe Generale Assurances as 
interns, trainees or under the VIE (Volunteer for International 
Experience) scheme, and 400 employees have been hired 
under permanent contracts of employment for actuarial/
data science, sales and marketing, IT and finance roles.

A CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION 
WHICH SERVES BOTH  
SOCIETE GENERALE ASSURANCES’ 
AMBITION AND EMPLOYEES
As part of its approach to workplace quality of life, Societe  
Generale Assurances is rolling out teleworking options 
across all its service units’ functions. More than 
500 employees are already benefiting from these new, more 
flexible, ways of working that facilitate and encourage a 
healthy work/life balance. 

Societe Generale Assurances involves its employees in iden-
tifying its distinctive cultural traits, its strengths and those 
areas requiring more work in order to support its strategy. 
Carried out at all levels of the company through a process 
that encourages and facilitates dialog and participation 
in company life, this work will continue as part of aligning 
company culture with corporate ambition. 

Societe Generale Assurances is reshaping its management 
model as a powerful lever for transformation. Three key 
priorities have been identified for achieving the ambition 
set by the company: onboarding teams, supporting change 
and becoming effective leaders.

Adapted from Societe Generale group’s Leadership Model, 
Societe Generale Assurances’ Leadership Model has been 
developed by and for the teams, and provides a common 
frame of reference for the behavioral skills expected from 
everyone in the company.

TO BE A RESPONSIBLE 
EMPLOYER
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A DYNAMIC HIRING  
AND TRAINING POLICY

35%
OF STAFF BASED 
OUTSIDE FRANCE

47 hours
OF TRAINING PER EMPLOYEE, 

 PER YEAR

37 YEARS
AVERAGE AGE

130
STUDENT APPRENTICES, 

TRAINEES AND VIE 
STUDENTS RECRUITED

400
FULL-TIME PERMANENT 

STAFF RECRUITED  
IN FRANCE 

OUR COMMITMENTS
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RESPONSIBLE AND SOCIALLY SUPPORTIVE 
INSURANCE OFFERS
Customers are offered a choice of 125 SRI (Socially Responsible Investment) 
funds via savings life insurance policies. They are therefore able to invest in 
projects or companies whose activities respond positively to environmental 
and social challenges, while also encouraging a more sustainable and human 
model for economic and financial growth.

In 2018, Societe Generale Assurances also enhanced its health insurance offer by 
adding remote consultation (diagnosis and prescription) to its remote medical 
advice service.

A CORPORATE CULTURE BUILT ON ETHICS  
AND INTEGRITY
Societe Generale Assurances has a strong ethical commitment to earning and 
retaining the trust of all its stakeholders, especially, and primarily, that of 
its customers.

As part of the Societe Generale group’s Culture and Conduct program, all 
employees have been encouraged - via workshop sessions and a mandatory  
training module - to embrace the Code of Conduct that underpins the  
company commitment to best practice in business ethics. A total of 382 work-
shop sessions have been attended by more than 98% of employees, and 99% 
have completed the distance learning module.

BEHAVING RESPONSIBLY WITHIN  
OUR OWN BUSINESS
As part of Societe Generale group’s carbon reduction program, Societe  
Generale Assurances has undertaken to deliver a 25% reduction in its green-
house gas (GHG) emissions per employee by 2020, compared to 2014. 

The 2018 introduction of distance selling with electronic signature and the 
ability to buy car and home insurance online has avoided the need to print  
2.6 million pages. Similarly, digitisation of the files used by Boards of Directors  
and other governance bodies has allowed Societe Generale Assurances to 
reduce its printing requirement by a further 300,000 pages.

TO BE A RESPONSIBLE 
INSURER

OUR COMMITMENTS

353M€ 

SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE 
INVESTMENT FUNDS: 

ASSETS UNDER  
MANAGEMENT
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COMMITTED EMPLOYEES

Societe Generale Assurances and its people are 
fully committed to engaging in practical actions 
that help to create a more united world.
This commitment was clearly demonstrated during the  
Citizen Commitment Time, the flagship Societe Generale 
group initiative for the benefit of others:

In France, 300 employees took part in sports challenges to 
raise funds for Rejoué, a charity that provides toys for under-
privileged children. A winter clothing collection was made on 
behalf of Aurore, which provides supportive care for people 
living in challenging conditions and/or excluded from society 
and employment, and helps them to achieve independence.

In Russia, employees competed in a charity race to raise funds 
for Downside Up, which works to improve quality of life for 
children with Down syndrome. Employees also took part in 
an eco-event organised by the University of Moscow botanical  
gardens to create a garden and make the city that much greener.

In Romania, working with the charity Daruieste Viata funds have 
been raised to help finance the construction and fit-out of the 
first oncology and radiotherapy hospital for children with cancer.

 

Throughout the year, Societe Generale 
Assurances worked with its employees to 
support the projects of partner charitable 
organisations:
In France, and for the eighth consecutive year, Societe Generale 
Assurances partnered Imagine For Margo, the French charity that 
funds research programs into new and more effective treatments 
specific to childhood and teenage cancers. 

More than 120 employees took part in the annual charity race to 
raise funds for Enfants Sans Cancer. For the third year running, 
the D2 Tower was illuminated as part of the Septembre en Or 
(Golden September) campaign to raise awareness of cancer in 
children.

Sogelife in Luxembourg is supporting the Green Village project 
run by Life Project 4 Youth (LP4Y) Luxembourg with building the 
first home in the eco-village of Calauan in The Philippines and 
providing training for 15 young people excluded from society 
and employment.

La Marocaine Vie is continuing to act on its social commitment to 
improving the living conditions of people in difficulty. It is working 
with SOS Villages d’Enfants Maroc to help the charity open a 
new home in the SOS DAR BOUAZZA children’s villages.
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Societe Generale Assurances applies an Environmental, Social 
and Governance (ESG) policy that aligns with the principles of 
Societe Generale Group. At the end of 2018, 80% of the port-
folio1 rated A, B or C2 using the Amundi methodology. The 
carbon footprint of the asset portfolio – measured in tonnes of 
CO2 equivalent per million euros invested – shrank by 5% in 
2018, compared with the previous year.

Since 2017, there have been no new investments in activities 
related to the coal industry3. Societe Generale Assurances also 
decided in 2018 to cease investment in activities related to the 
tobacco industry.

For its real estate investments, Societe Generale Assurances 
favours investment in highly energy-efficient buildings  
certified as compliant with the most demanding standards.  
The buildings acquired in 2018 (the KOSMO buildings in  
Neuilly-sur-Seine and PACIFIC in Paris La Défense) all carry 
the highest certification standards in terms of construction, 
renovation and operation. 

Societe Generale Assurances investment policy also seeks to 
promote local economic development and infrastructure 
development in France and Europe. In 2018, Societe Generale  
Assurances acquired an equity stake in Régaz, a gas supply 
company serving the city of Bordeaux and 45 surrounding 
communities, and France’s leading independent gas supplier. 
The aim of the acquisition is to increase the share of gas from 
renewable sources injected into the grid.

Societe Generale Assurances is a founder member of the 
Strategic Equity Investment Fund (Fonds Stratégique de 
Participations or FSP), a long-term investor and shareholder 
in French companies. During 2018, the FSP made its 7th invest-
ment by taking an equity stake in NEOEN, the leading French 
independent generator of exclusively renewable energy 
(solar, wind and storage).

Societe Generale Assurances also helps to provide funding for 
companies and innovation by investing in market funds such 
as Nova, Novi, Novo and Fintech funds. 

TO BE A RESPONSIBLE INVESTOR 
AND A CONTRIBUTOR TO THE REAL 
ECONOMY

OUR COMMITMENTS

C+ 
THE AVERAGE ESG RATING  
OF THE ASSET PORTFOLIO 1 

- 5%
CARBON FOOTPRINT OF THE ASSET PORTFOLIO 1  

BETWEEN 2017 AND 2018 (IN TCO2 / M€)

1.   Portfolio of assets representing the euro-denominated fund. 
2.  On a scale from A to G, where A is the best score and G is the worst.
3.   No new investment in issuers where the coal industry accounts for more than 30% of their activity.

FAVORING ASSETS THAT MEET  
HIGH ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL  

AND SOCIETAL STANDARDS
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INVESTMENTS  
IN THE REAL ECONOMY

•  Founder member of the Fonds 
Stratégique de Participations

•  Institutional investment funds: Nova, 
Novi, Novo, etc.

• Fintech funds 

Kosmo Pacific Tower
REAL ESTATE

INFRASTRUCTURE CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT

Best real estate  
transaction in the office 

market
www.cfnewsimmo.net
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ACTIVITY REPORT
2018
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SOLVENCY

At 31/12/2018 in billion euros

* SCR : Solvency Capital Requirement.

5.6

Tier 1  
4.0

Tier 2  
1.6

S2 own funds

SCR* 3.5

160%

SOGECAP GROUP SCR*  
COVERAGE RATIO

A steady level of coverage compared to 2017
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RECONCILIATION BETWEEN SOGECAP GROUP 
CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS UNDERFRENCH GAAP 
AND CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIETE GENERALE 
GROUP’S NET RESULT

RECONCILIATION

2018
(in million euros)

SOGECAP GROUP 
CONSOLIDATED 

FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 

(FRENCH GAAP)

DIFFERENCES WITH 
SOCIETE GENERALE  

GROUP SCOPE OF 
CONSOLIDATION

IFRS 
ADJUSTMENTS

VARIATIONS  
IN ACCOUNTING 

PRINCIPLES(1)

CONTRIBUTION TO 
SOCIETE GENERALE  

GROUP 
CONSOLIDATED 

FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS (IFRS)

Net banking income 1,137 (35) 72 (287) 887

Administration expenses (422) 23 4 62 (333)

Gross operating profit 715 (12) 76 (225) 554

Contribution to Societe Generale
Group net result

403 (3) 50 (81) 368

(1) Difference between the actual return on equity and the normalised equity allocation and other analytic elements.
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AT 31/12/2018 UNDER FRENCH GAAP

CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

List of associates and subsidiaries

Companies

YEAR IN WHICH
CONSOLIDATED

FOR THE
FIRST TIME COUNTRY

31-DEC-2018 31-DEC-2017

% OF 
CONTROL

% OF 
INTEREST METHOD(1)

% OF 
CONTROL

% OF 
INTEREST METHOD(1)

Sogécap France 100.00% 100.00% IR 100.00% 100.00% IR

Sogelife 1997 Luxembourg 60.14% 60.14% IR 60.14% 60.14% IR

La Marocaine Vie 2001 Morocco 74.17% 74.17% IR 74.17% 74.17% IR

Komerční Pojišťovna 2005 Czech 
Republic

51.00% 51.00% IR 51.00% 51.00% IR

Oradéa Vie 2001 France 100.00% 100.00% IR 100.00% 100.00% IR

BRD societate  
de administrare  
a fondurilor de  
pensii private SA

2007 Romania 51.00% 51.00% IR 51.00% 51.00% IR

Sogelife Bulgaria 2007 Bulgaria 58.45% 58.45% IR 58.45% 58.45% IR

Societe Generale 
Strakhovanie Zhizni

2007 Russia 81.00% 81.00% IR 81.00% 81.00% IR

Societe Generale 
Strakhovanie

2007 Russia 81.00% 81.00% IR 81.00% 81.00% IR

BRD Asigurări  
de Viaţă SA

2008 Romania 51.00% 51.00% IR 51.00% 51.00% IR

Societe Generale  
Osiguranje A.D.O.

2009 Serbia 51.00% 51.00% IR 51.00% 51.00% IR

Sogessur 2010 France 100.00% 100.00% IR 100.00% 100.00% IR

SGI Holding Sis 2016 France 100.00% 100.00% IR 100.00% 100.00% IR

Antarius 2017 France 50.00% 50.00% IR 50.00% 50.00% IR

(1) IR: Included in results, AC: Associate company.
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AT 31/12/2018 UNDER FRENCH GAAP

CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

ASSETS 

(in thousands of euros) 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

Goodwill 203,495 225,220

Intangible assets 133,684 135,250

Insurance portfolios 33,523 44,912

Others 100,161 90,338

Insurance company investments 108,546,879 105,798,640

Investments in real estate properties 3,720,749 2,953,027

Investments in tied or associated undertakings 4,243,749 5,026,560

Other investments 100,588,944 97,819,053

Investments backing unit-linked commitments 30,050,291 30,009,644

Investments from other companies 0 0

Investments accounted for using the equity method 0 0

Ceding companies’ and retrocessionaires’ share of technical reserves 891,180 853,004

Receivables arising from insurance and reinsurance operations 409,851 438,965

Receivables from banking sector 642,512 795,225

Other receivables 188,444 128,830

Other assets 3,210 3,458

Tangible fixed assets 2,953 2,984

Other assets 257 474

Prepayments and accrued income 2,102,712 2,039,834

Deferred acquisition costs 189,100 187,853

Others 1,913,612 1,851,981

Total assets 143,178,820 140,428,069

Balance Sheet
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LIABILITIES 

(in thousands of euros) 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

Group capital and reserves 2,400,936 2,755 747

Share capital or equivalent 1,168,305 1,168,305

Share premiums 0 0

Consolidated reserves 852,172 1,112,877

Consolidated net income 402,560 491,536

Conversion reserves (22,101) (16,971)

Minority interests 379,570 504,260

Subordinated liabilities 2,311,647 2,061,647

Gross underwriting reserves 93,703,958 92,222,428

Life technical reserves 92,371,058 90,970,898

Non-life technical reserves 1,332,900 1,251,530

Unit-linked technical reserves 30,266,606 30,220,135

Provisions for risks and charges 37,417 38,598

Debts arising from insurance and reinsurance operations 305,973 264,511

Debts owed to banking sector organisations 12,111,770 10,770,413

Other debts 1,610,531 1,533,658

Accrued expenses and other liabilities 50,413 56,672

Total liabilities 143,178,820 140,428,069
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AT 31/12/2018 UNDER FRENCH GAAP

CONSOLIDATED 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Profit and loss account

(in thousands of euros)
LIFE

BUSINESS
NON-LIFE 
BUSINESS

OTHER
BUSINESS 31/12/2018 31/12/2017

Written premiums 12,478,319 995,968 0 13,474,287 11,778,848

Change in unearned premiums (453) (51,143) 0 (51,596) (32,565)

Earned premiums 12,477,866 944,825 0 13,422,691 11,746,283

Income from other activities 0 0 5,027 5,027 5,000

Other operating income 171,719 9,855 0 181,574 171,331

Net investment income 195,489 22,836 4,726 223,051 3,779,780

Total ordinary operating income 12,845,074 977,516 9,753 13,832,343 15,702,394

Cost of insurance claims and benefits (11,154,144) (405,005) 0 (11,559,149) (13,402,361)

Expenses or income net of reinsurance 
cessions

5,574 (43,398) 4 (37,820) (31,427)

Expenses from other activities 0 0 0 0 0

Management expenses (1,136,068) (346,238) 2 (1,482,304) (1,354,452)

Total ordinary operating expenses (12,284,638) (794,641) 6 (13,079,273) (14,788,240)

Net operating income 560,436 182,875 9,759 753,070 914,154

Other net income 556 139

Exceptional i tems (1,126) (370)

Income tax (245,178) (330,575)

Employee profit sharing (4,478) (8,381)

Net income from consolidated entities 502,844 574,967

Net income from investments accounted 
for using the equity method

0 574

Insurance portfolios amortisation (11,389) (14,799)

Goodwill amortisation (21,725) (17,636)

Overall consolidated net income 469,731 543,106

Minority interests (67,171) (51,570)

Consolidated net income - Group share 402,560 491,536
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We would like to thank all the clients, partners and employees  
of Societe Generale Assurances  

who contributed to the preparation of this report.
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